Localizing SDG:s: fighting inequalities and leaving no one behind

This webinar aims at exploring experiences from a few different countries of policies to bridge social gaps through welfare institutions and programs at the local level. What are the positive city examples and what can be said about success factors and how do they vary depending on context? What are the challenges and what lessons can be learned? What methods can be applied to ensure effective service delivery, heal the cracks in the welfare systems and reduce the gaps – effectively making sure that No One is Left Behind?

Together we will explore practical and politically viable policy recommendations for dealing with the growing challenges of inequality and exclusion in our societies.

The webinar is moderated by the Director General of Sida, Carin Jämtin, who will lead the audience through a discussion that uses experiences and examples on social welfare actions and reforms from various cities. Can similarities be identified? Key factors?

A keynote speech to kick off the webinar will be held by the Executive Director of UN Habitat, Ms Maimunah Mohd Sharif. Panellists include politicians and officials from cities from around the world and concluding remarks will be made by Ms Sarah Cliffe of New York University.

Date: Thursday, 8 July, 2021
Time: 07:30-09:00 NY-time – 13:30-15:00 CET
Venue: You are most welcome to join the webinar via: https://youtu.be/4Pq1N1EfLKc
Swedish reports can be found at:

**Sweden: Sustainable Development Knowledge Platform [un.org]**

**The presentation of the Swedish VNR will take place on Thursday, July 15th at 3.00 PM (New York-time)**